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	Page 1: Although society stays current on technological advances, we can't seem to get a grip on the very basics of pruning landscape trees. We like to plant trees, but then we walk away from them for 15 years only to return to declare that they need to be pruned. Like children, landscape trees should be trained to grow properly the first 5 to 10 years of their life. If we took this approach, the cost of pruning mature trees would be reduced and the natural beauty of trees would be more apparent. There is a right wayPeople are unaware that there are acceptable and non-acceptable methods of pruning trees especially mature trees. Perhaps so many poor examples of tree pruning in our communities falsely lead citizens to believe that's the way it should be done. Meanwhile, horticulturists are extremely disheartened when a mature tree is "ruined" by poor pruning; they realize one sign of a good pruning job is that it's not obvious.Many property owners are willing to have their trees pruned by anyone that knocks on their door. They also ask for their trees to be topped. Topping is the indiscriminate cutting of tree branches to stubs or lateral branches that are not large enough to assume the terminal role. Other names for topping include "heading," "tipping," "hat-racking," and "rounding over." Topping is an UNACCEPTABLE method of pruning for many reasons.The Western Chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture (www.wcisa.net) is the recognized leader in sound tree advice. Their pruning guidelines have been available for decades. Still many professional tree trimmers are just as guilty of poor pruning as the job seeker who knocks on your door with chain saw in hand. They won't change until the customer requests it of them. Why do we keep making the same mistakes?The most common reason given for topping is to reduce the size of a tree. Individuals feel that their trees have become too large for their property. People fear tall trees pose a hazard. To reduce the hazard the tree should be THINNED, not topped and only 30% of the leaf surface removed.
	Page 2: Topping Creates HazardsTopping often removes 50 to 100 percent of the leaf-bearing crown. Because leaves are food factories, removing them temporarily starves a tree. The severity of the pruning triggers a sort of survival mechanism. The tree needs to put out a new crop of leaves as soon as possible so latent buds near the surface of old branches are activated, forcing rapid growth of multiple shoots below each cut. Unlike normal branches that develop deep in a tree's wood tissues, these new shoots are anchored only in the outermost layers of the tree and are prone to breaking, especially during windy conditions. The irony is that while the goal was to reduce the tree's height to make it safer, it has been made more hazardous than before. Topping Makes Trees Ugly Trees form a variety of shapes and growth habits, all with the same goal of presenting their leaves to the sun. Topping removes the ends of the branches, often leaving ugly stubs and destroys the natural form of a tree. Without leaves a topped tree appears disfigured and mutilated. With leaves, it is a dense ball of foliage, lacking its simple grace. Topping Is Expensive A second excuse for topping a tree is money. In reality, professional tree trimmers are similar in price, whether they thin or top trees. So ask for thinning. The cost of topping a tree is not limited to what the person is paid. If the tree survives, it requires more frequent pruning. If the tree dies, it will have to be removed. Topping is a high-maintenance pruning practice, with some hidden costs. One is the reduction in property value. Healthy, well-maintained trees can add 10 to 20 percent to the value of a property. Disfigured, topped trees are considered an impending expense. Alternatives to Topping Sometimes a tree must be reduced in height or spread. THINNING CUTS are the recommended techniques. If practical, branches should be removed back to their point of origin. If a branch must be shortened, it should be cut back to a lateral that is large enough to assume the terminal role. A rule of thumb is to cut back to a lateral that is at least one-third the diameter of the limb being removed. This method of branch reduction helps to preserve the natural form of the tree.However, if large cuts are involved, the tree may not be able to close over and compartmentalize the wounds. Sometimes the best solution is to remove the tree and replace it with a species that is more appropriate for the site.
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